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The appellation 

The lieu-dit "Les Grèves" references its gravelly terroir, and the name could be considered a derivation of "graves", a type of friable rocks - 

like scree mixed with clay - to make a soil favorable to the cultivation of the vine. This rather large cru (covering approximately 20 hectares) 

is found in the heart of the slope and considered one of the best of the Beaune Premier Crus. 

 

Given its surface area, there are probably several types of Beaune "Les Grèves". The best portion of the parcel, at the center of this AOC, is 

without question the famous "Vigne de l’Enfant Jésus" of the Maison Bouchard Père et Fils. Immediately following-on from this section 

toward the south is the Domaine de Montille portion (1.26 hectares). 

 

The vines, planted on a lightweight, clay and limestone soil, enjoy optimal exposition. The Beaune Premier Cru "Les Grèves" is an 

extraordinary wine with rare finesse. We classify it in the "Grand Premier Crus", the Premier Crus that rival the Grand Crus. 
 

The wines, the style 

Domaine de Montille is known to craft wines with great aromatic purity, always favoring balance and elegance over power and extraction. 

The wines are classic expressions of Burgundy, produced in the most natural way possible and possessing an impressive ability to age, as the 

family believes only time can reveal the true potential of the greatest wines. The domaine's current style remains faithful to Hubert's natural 

and idealistic approach, which demanded considerable patience while waiting for appropriate drinking windows for certain vintages. Etienne, 

however, has taken up the task to bring greater aromatic expression and silkier and more unctuous textures to the reds, allowing them to 

drink earlier, without compromising their ability to age. The domaine is known in Burgundy, among others such as Arlot, DRC, Dujac and 

Leroy, to regularly vinify using a significant proportion of whole clusters, varying by cuvée and by vintage. 

Tending the Vines 

The Domaine has practiced organic viticulture since 1995. Today, our wines are certified by Ecocert. Additionally, since 2005, biodynamic 

practices have been implemented to show our full respect for these living soils. 

 

The vintage 

The 2016 vintage, an unexpected success! 

The winter was mild even too warm, without any frost or snow, which favoured early budding. The Spring was wet. The cold and frost 

finally appeared but late April. And as we hoped for sun, it was unfortunately bad timing. After the rain, the negative temperatures of the 

clear night, the morning sun burned the buds through the ice which had a "magnifying glass" effect. Thus, April 26th and 27th condemned all 

hopes of a great harvest. The loss was considerable in some of our parcels. Multiple factors (cloud protection or not, temperatures of -1 or -6 

°C, young plants, vines weakened by the hail of previous years, pruning...) explained the uneven impact frost had from a village to another, 

from a parcel to another. 

The bad weather continued, it’s a thought rain would never stop and the mildew pressure was continuous and unprecedented. Flowering was 

late and spread over a period of 15 days, due to the poor weather or heterogeneity in the vineyards. This weather was a stain for our 

biodynamic farming. But we did not give up and we combined resiliency with efforts to stay true to our vinicultural philosophy. 

At the end of June, when morale was so low, nature took over again. The sun and heat timidly arrived and settled definitely early July. Volte-

face for the weather! Dry, hot and scorching days signed the end of mildew pressure! August 15th, the rain saved our vines from hydric 

stress and the rain falls in September allowed the grapes to resume their maturity cycle (stopped by heat and lack of water) and restore the 

balance acidity / sugar. We were definitely relieved when we started the harvest on September 21st for with the sun, beautiful and healthy 

grapes! The smile accompanied us all the way into our vats! This difficult growing year encouraged us to take a more cautious approach in 

the winery. The vatting times were long, adapting the extractions to each cuvée, often using less punch-downs and more pumping over. A 

vinification respectful of the vintage in order to obtain wines with freshness and bright fruit. The wines show soft tannins and thanks to the 

natural acidity the mouth has a surprising volume with long and elegant finish 

 

Tasting notes 

In 2016, 30% of the crop was lost. The nose is fruity with red cherry, blackberry aromas and a floral hint. The palate is more earthy and spicy 

but the fruitiness is brought out by the natural acidity of the wine.  The tannins are firm but rip and the spices linger in the mouth. 

Give this wine 5 or 8 years in bottle. 

 

COLOR:  Red 

GRAPE VARIETY: Pinot noir 

VINTAGE: 

SURFACE AREA: 

PRODUCTION : 

% WHOLE GRAPES: 

% NEW BARRELS: 

ALCOHOL : 

 

2016 

1.26 Hectares 

250 caisses (12x750ml) 
30% 

30% 

13% VOL 

 

 


